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Raffia 
XcelTek Raffia comes individually packaged in two-pound hanks or packaged in six pound assorted color kits. Each 

assorted color kit contains three individually packaged two-pound hanks of pre-selected colors. Colors can be purchased 

individually allowing you to mix and match the colors to match your environment. 

Individually packaged two-pound Raffia hank colors:  

Brush   Tree Bark  Olive   Garden 

Rye/Cattail  Wheat    Slough   Natural 

Six pound preselected color Raffia kits:  

Timber Raffia Kit (Dark): Includes one two-pound hank of each, Brush, Tree Bark, and Garden. 

Marsh Raffia Kit (Medium): Includes one two-pound hank of each, Garden, Olive, and Rye/Cattail. 

Field Raffia Kit (Light): Includes one two-pound hank of each, Olive, Wheat, and Garden. 

Raffia Information: 
Raffia is natural palm fiber that will supply years of reliable concealment when properly installed and maintained. Raffia 
is not the same product as palm thatch. Raffia strands will generally be between 48” – 70” long. XcelTek Raffia is always 
supplied in its natural untreated condition to ensure maximum dimensional effect when adding concealment to your 
blind. Treated Raffia available from various Raffia suppliers is designed to lay flat which will reduce dimensional effect. 
XcelTek always recommends using untreated Raffia for concealment purposes to ensure most natural blending possible. 
Each two-pound hank of XcelTek Raffia will cover approximately 16 square feet or a 48” x 48” area of blind panel when 
installed per recommendations. 

XcelTek Raffia Installation procedures for installation on wire panel: 
Raffia is used to provide realistic breakup camouflage to all types of blinds. Raffia can be attached to wood, steel, brush, 

or anything you can tie the strands around. In this section, we will be describing attaching Raffia to wire panel blinds. 

When unbinding Raffia from its as shipped condition, you do not want Raffia to become jumbled or tangled up. XcelTek 

Raffia will come in tied bundles (Hanks), folded in half and slightly twisted. You will want to cut the strands of Raffia that 

are binding the hanks at the knots fully removing each knot from the binding strands. After unbinding, unfold the hank 

keeping it as organized as possible while straightening out the twist. Once straightened out place a Zip Tie around the 

hank and tighten it snuggly (not tight), to keep the hank organized and bound together (See Fig 7). Place Zip Tie 

approximately 24” - 30” from the end of the hank that is the least organized. Place the full hanks with the Zip Ties on a 

table or a flat surface close to where you will be working or you can hang them over the blind itself (See Fig 8). Start by 

removing 2-3 Raffia strands from the hank by pulling the strands through the Zip Tie and out of the hank. Always pull the 

strands from the end of the hank that is the least organized. As you remove Raffia from the hank the grip of the Zip Tie 

will begin to get loose which will allow unwanted strands to inadvertently be pulled out of the hank as you are extracting 

the wanted strands. To keep this from happening you should periodically snug up the Zip Tie as Raffia is extracted. When 

determining how much Raffia to apply to your blind keep in mind you will also adding brush to the blind. Natural grass 

and brush is generally open and will allow some light to penetrate into itself. If you apply excessive amounts of the 

Raffia, it will turn into a wall of Raffia blocking all appearance of depth. We recommend spacing the Raffia at 1” intervals 

along the horizontal wires of the panels. Keep the Raffia thin enough to allow light to penetrate through, but thick 

enough to breakup movements inside the blind.  Starting on the 3rd or 4th horizontal bar from the bottom of the panel 

take the previously extracted 2-3 Raffia strands and fold them in half. Place the folded section under the horizontal bar 

you are working on allowing it to extend behind the horizontal bar with one hand (See Fig 1). Now reach over the 
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horizontal bar with the other hand grab the folded section with your index finger and thumb (See Fig 2). Once you have 

secured the folded section with your index finger and thumb, pull the folded section towards you. Continue to contain 

the strands below the folded section with the hand that is under the horizontal bar (See Fig 3). Now pass the strands 

that are in the hand under the horizontal bar through the folded section in the hand that is over the horizontal bar. Pull 

the strands all the way through the folded section (See Fig 4). The strands will now be loosely attached to the horizontal 

bar (See Fig 5). You can now pull the strands down to tighten the strands around the horizontal bar as desired (See Fig 

6). As you continue to add Raffia to the above horizontal wires, the Raffia will get denser with each layer. Continue this 

procedure for each of the horizontal bars you apply Raffia to, alternating colors as to most closely resemble the 

environment. Remember to start on the lowest bars first. Working top to bottom will be difficult and is not 

recommended, as you will be working under previously applied Raffia. Once you have applied Raffia to all the places you 

intend, you can rough up the Raffia to provide additional dimension to the look. Raffia also accepts spray paint well. 

Spray paint can be added for additional dimension and colors. Weaving other native brush and grasses into the panels 

will add even more dimension. When completed you should have full concealment with color contrast and lots of 

dimension. 

Raffia Installation Figures: 

       

               Fig. 1, 3” – 4” Loop          Fig. 2 Loop Towards You           Fig. 3, Index and Thumb Grab 

       

              Fig. 4, Pulling Through                  Fig. 5, Tightening #1                  Fig. 6, Tightening #2 
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            Fig. 8, Hanks Hanging On Blind       Fig. 7, Hank With Zip Tie 
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